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Executive Summary 
 
Introduction  
 
In recent years, traffic volumes on Route 2A in the Town of Williston have increased 
dramatically.  As a result, the Route 2A corridor has experienced increased levels of 
congestion and delay, more crashes and safety problems, and threats to overall quality 
of life for corridor residents and travelers.  In order to proactively begin to address 
these issues and preserve the character and function of the Route 2A corridor, the 
Town commissioned Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA) to conduct a study of the 
corridor, from Hurricane Lane in the south to the Williston-Essex Junction boundary 
at the Powerhouse Bridge, and develop a concept plan for long-range corridor 
improvement and management.   
 
 
Purpose and Need  
 
The purpose of the proposed modifications to the Route 2A corridor is to preserve the 
ability of the roadway to accommodate the increased numbers of vehicles now using 
the corridor as well as those expected in the future without sacrificing the existing 
character of the corridor or its ability to serve as a local community road providing 
access to the businesses and residents within its corridor.  The need for the 
improvements is evidenced in the increased number of crashes at intersections along 
the corridor, the deficient levels of service experienced at many of the corridor’s 
intersections, the lack of continuous bicycle and pedestrian accommodations in the 
corridor, and the rapidly changing character and demands of the surrounding land 
uses. 
 
 
Community Vision for VT 2A Corridor 
 
The character of the Route 2A Corridor in the Town of Williston changes as one 
travels from south to north, from primarily commercial to services to primarily 
residential land uses.  Based on this progression of land uses and through means of a 
community “visioning” session with Town residents, the corridor was segmented into 
three sections: 
 

1. The southern section from Hurricane Lane to Route 2 at Taft Corners; 
2. The middle section from Route 2 to the O’Brien Court; and 
3. The northern section from O’Brien Court to the Town line at the 

Powerhouse Bridge.   
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Sheet 1, located at the end of the text, shows the location of these three sections 
within the corridor. 
 
The community vision for the corridor includes elements that are important to 
consider as the corridor plan is being developed, including: 

• Multi-modal transportation choices, 
• Connectivity, 
• Access management, 
• Smart transportation controls (e.g., interlinked traffic signals),  
• Traffic calming, and  
• Increased roadway capacity.  

 
 
Corridor Analysis 
 
The research of existing conditions as well as the public work session provided 
important information on the existing operation of the Route 2A corridor and 
solidified the list of issues that the corridor plan was to address:  
 

• Operational issues identified include through-traffic versus local access traffic, 
rapid increase in number of traffic signals, large number of curb cuts, train 
traffic delays in Essex, limited use of busses and bus disruptions to traffic, right-
of-way limitations, variable levels of bicycle and pedestrian facilities, failing 
intersections, crashes, lack of a park and ride facility, and poor lane 
configuration from I-89 northbound.  

 
• Community character/quality of life issues identified include traffic volume, 

travel speeds, noise, air quality, limited access to neighborhoods, physical 
barrier created by the roadway, and lack of interconnections. 

 
 
Recommended Corridor Plan 
 
A summary of the recommendations for the Route 2A corridor is provided in Table 1.  
 
 
Implementation Strategy  
 
Table 2 is a proposed 10-year corridor improvement program.  Various public and 
private funding sources could be used to help the Town implement changes to Route 
2A.   
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In addition, State law allows municipalities to create Official Town Maps that help to 
direct their growth in ways that are compatible with their plans and goals.  The 
Official Town Map can, among other things, note the location of proposed future 
roads.  Further, changes to the Zoning Regulations could affect the amount of traffic 
generated in the adjacent properties.  Finally, when the Williston segments of the 
Circumferential Highway are constructed, it may be possible to designate it as Route 
2A and “downgrade” the current roadway’s designation from Arterial to Local 
Collector.  
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Section 1:  Introduction  
 
Over the past 10 to 15 years, traffic volumes on Route 2A in the Town of Williston, 
particularly between Hurricane Lane and the Town line with Essex Junction, have 
increased markedly.  As a result, the Route 2A corridor has experienced increased 
levels of congestion and delay, increased numbers of crashes and threats to overall 
quality of life for corridor residents and travelers.  In order to proactively begin to 
address these issues and preserve the character and function of the Route 2A corridor, 
the Town commissioned Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA) to conduct a study of the 
corridor and develop a concept plan for long-range corridor improvement and 
management.   
 
 
Objectives 
 
At the beginning of the study, the Town decided to use a 25-year time line for traffic 
and land use projections.  In order to provide a complete analysis of Route 2A in the 
Study Area, the Town and the consultants focused on not only the physical size and 
condition of the roadway, but also adjacent land uses, operational issues, access 
management and the visual appearance of the corridor. 
 
 
Scope of Study 
 
This study focused on the VT Route 2A corridor in Williston from Hurricane Lane in 
the south to the Williston-Essex Junction boundary at the Powerhouse Bridge (see 
Sheet 1 at the end of the text).  The study area included the lands on either side of the 
Route 2A right-of-way. 
 
 
Study Process 
 
The consultant began the project with a complete study of the existing conditions of 
the corridor. The result of this initial work is included in Appendix A.  Following this 
task, the consultant held a public work session to develop a community “vision” for 
the corridor’s future.  The results of this portion of the work are presented in Sections 
III and IV.   
 
With the existing conditions and character understood, and with a view of what the 
corridor should be like in the future, the consultants prepared recommendations of 
possible changes within the corridor that could help the Town move closer to the 
vision.  After discussing the various ideas with Town officials, WSA prepared a 
preferred set of modifications and improvements for the corridor.  The preferred 
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alternative is presented in Section V, while the other alternatives initially under 
consideration are presented in Appendix B.  WSA and Town officials presented the 
preferred set of actions at a second public work session to refine them as needed to 
more closely match the desires and needs of the community, while still serving the 
traveling public that uses the corridor as a regional route.   
 
Those attending the second work session generally endorsed the recommendations, 
but did have suggestions for specific changes for particular potions of the plan.  WSA 
reviewed the comments and adjusted the recommendations accordingly.   
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Section 2:  Purpose and Need  
 
In order to be considered for future funding, the purpose of and need for a roadway 
project must be clearly articulated.  The Purpose and Need Statement is used by the 
Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO) and Vermont 
Agency of Transportation (VTrans) to clearly establish the reasons why a project is 
being considered.  It also serves as a means of evaluating the appropriateness of the 
alternatives that are considered.   
 

• Purpose: The purpose of the proposed modifications to the Route 2A corridor 
is to preserve the ability of the roadway to accommodate the increased numbers 
of vehicles now using the corridor as well as those expected in the future 
without sacrificing the existing character of the corridor or its ability to serve as 
a local community road providing access to the businesses and residents within 
its corridor.   

 
• Need: The need for the improvements is evidenced in the increased number of 

crashes at intersections along the corridor, the deficient levels of service 
experienced at many of the corridor’s intersections, the lack of continuous 
bicycle and pedestrian accommodations in the corridor, and the rapidly 
changing character and demands of the surrounding land uses.  
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Section 3:  Community Vision for VT 2A Corridor 
 
As part of the study of the corridor, both the consultants and the Town’s residents 
noted that the Route 2A Corridor had portrayed a different character as it progressed 
from the Interstate Interchange to the Town of Essex Town Line.    
 
At the southern end of the Study Area, Route 2A provides access to an almost entirely 
commercial area.  The roadway is currently wide, with few trees and intersecting roads 
and driveways leading to medium and large retail establishments.  Closer to the Route 
2 intersection, trees begin to appear, and the land use begins to include more service-
oriented businesses. North of the Route 2 intersection, the road narrows and multi-
family residential units are mixed with the commercial uses.  From O’Brien Court 
north, the land use switches to mostly residential, with the exception of the 
commercial area focused on James Brown Drive.  There are more trees near the 
roadway and the corridor looks more like a suburban residential area than the regional 
commercial center further to the south.   
 
This variation in land uses and character along the corridor has led to the designation 
of three sections of Route 2A within the Study Corridor:   
 

• The southern more commercial section from Hurricane Lane to Route 2 at 
Taft Corners; 

• The middle section from Route 2 to the O’Brien Court; and 
• The northern section, from O’Brien Court to the Town line at the Powerhouse 

Bridge.   
 
Sheet 1, located at the end of the text, shows the location of these three sections 
within the corridor. 
 
As expressed during the first public work session, the community is aware of these 
distinct areas and has indicated that the corridor plan should distinguish between the 
different parts of the corridor.  The roadway should “support’ the different aspects of 
the community, from highly commercial to mostly residential, rather than for the 
community to support the road.  The community vision for the corridor includes 
other elements that are important to consider as the corridor plan is being developed.  
These include: 

• Multi-modal transportation choices within the corridor, with a focus on bicycle 
and pedestrian options, 

• Connectivity among the various residential areas, among the different 
commercial areas and between the residential and commercial areas of the 
corridor, 

• Access management for the corridor, 
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• Smart transportation controls in the corridor, with extensions beyond town 
boundaries as needed,  

• Traffic calming, such as landscaping and curbing, and  
• Expanded capacity of the roadway as appropriate without sacrificing character.  
 

Appendix C contains a record of the public work session discussion that led to this 
vision.   
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Section 4: Corridor Analysis 
 
The research of existing conditions as well as the public work session provided 
important information on the existing operation of the Route 2A corridor.  WSA’s 
analysis of the information solidified the list of issues that the corridor plan was to 
address.  The issues relate to both the operation of Route 2A itself, as well as to the 
impacts that Route 2A has on the surrounding community and its quality of life.  The 
issues have been organized around these two aspects.  
 
Operational Issues 
 

• Through-traffic and local access - The desire of through drivers to traverse the 
corridor as quickly and efficiently as possible is often perceived as being at odds 
with the desire of local residents and business owners that want to have readily 
available, convenient access to and from the roadway.  This corridor, like many 
others in the State, needs to provide both functions efficiently.   

 
• Uncoordinated “epidemic” of traffic signals - The number of traffic signals on 

Route 2A increased with the installation of the traffic improvements associated 
with Maple Tree Place.  Within about a year’s time, three new traffic signals 
were added, and two existing signals were upgraded in conjunction with other 
intersection improvements.  This created five new or upgraded signals in a 
corridor that now has, in total, six traffic signals.  The perception is a 
tremendous increase in the number of signals in the corridor, none of which 
appear to be coordinated with each other.   

 
• Large numbers of curb cuts - As more properties are developed along Route 2A, 

more driveways are typically added to the roadway.  More curb cuts equal more 
turning movements.  More turning movements usually slows traffic as drivers 
reduce speed to look for addresses and/or make the turn.  

 
• Train traffic delays in Essex Junction – Several times a week, during the 

afternoon peak traffic hours, a slow moving train blocks Route 2A further north 
in Essex Junction.  At times, the traffic delays extend back along Route 2A into 
Williston. 

 
• Limited use of busses/ Bus disruptions – Busses provide an alternative to the use 

of automobiles.  The corridor does not make it easy to get to or from bus stops 
or to enter or exit buses.  At the same time, busses stopping for passengers can 
create traffic delays in the corridor.  

 
• Limits of Right-of-way - The right-of-way for Route 2A varies; it is wide in the 

south but narrows to 66 feet wide in the north.  Acquiring additional right-of-
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way along the northern portions of the roadway would significantly change the 
character of the corridor, since many of the landowners have landscaped the 
front of their properties to create an edge to the roadway.  Removing these visual 
clues would alter the existing residential character of the northern section.   

 
• Bicycle facilities - There are wide shoulders on much of the northern portions of 

Route 2A, making bicycling relatively easy for experienced bicyclists.  Facilities 
for less experienced riders are sporadic in the corridor.   

 
• Failing intersections - Several intersections are now experiencing levels of service 

of D, E, or F, especially the un-signalized intersections. The Existing Conditions 
Analysis identified the intersections with Marshall Avenue, Helena Drive, Paul 
Street, Zephyr Road, River Cover Road, and James Brown Drive as being at or 
close to failing and several movements of the Interstate 89 off ramps as failing.  
Most of these intersections are the un-signalized intersections along Route 2A.  

 
• Crashes – Crashes occur at higher than normal levels at several locations in the 

corridor. Rear end collisions constitute a major portion of these crashes, and it 
appears that weather is not a significant cause for the crashes.   Multiple 
collisions were noted at the Mobil Station, Taft Corners Shopping Center and 
the Agway Store.   

 
• Lack of Park & Ride – Motorists moving in all directions do not currently have a 

designated park and ride facility and could benefit from a park and ride within 
the study area.   

 
• Poor lane configuration between I-89 off-ramps and Marshall Avenue - Poor lane 

configuration in the southern end of the corridor creates confusion for drivers.  
The outside lane heading northbound, into which most of the northbound 
vehicular traffic exiting from Interstate 89 northbound moves, becomes a right-
turn-only lane at Marshall Avenue.  At the same time, vehicles in the left turn 
lane queue at Marshall Avenue, regularly back into the center through lane, 
forcing many through travelers into the far right lane.  Many then suddenly find 
themselves in a right turn only lane and make hasty motions to reenter the 
through lane.  

 
 
Community Character/Quality of Life Issues 
 

• Volume - The Existing Conditions Analysis in Appendix A indicates  that the 
average weekday daily volume varies from  about 19,250 in January to over 
23,000 in October.  The Peak Hourly volume varies form about 1,800 to 2,250.  
These are high numbers for a road through a residential area.   
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• Speed – When traffic volumes are low on Route 2A, vehicles often travel at 
excessive speeds, especially in the northern section of the corridor.   

 
• Noise – The high volume of traffic on Route 2A creates road noise through 

much of the day that can be heard into the residential areas on either side of the 
northern section.  The increase in background noise is a constant disturbance to 
the peace of these residential areas.   

 
• Air quality – The increase in vehicle emissions caused by back-ups at 

intersections creates local pockets of decreased air quality.   
 

• Access – Almost all of the residential areas adjacent to the northern section 
must gain access to Route 2A to leave the neighborhood.  Access is either 
directly onto Route 2A from the parcel fronting the road, or via one of the 
numerous isolated roadways that exit only on to Route 2A.  This lack of a 
transportation network increases the reliance on Route 2A for all vehicular 
travel, unnecessarily loading the roadway.  This arrangement forces almost 
everyone in the northern sections to enter and exit the area solely via Route 
2A.  The high traffic volumes on Route 2A make it difficult to gain access to 
the road for several hours each morning and evening, even when attempting to 
turn right.    

 
• Physical barrier – Due to the amount of vehicular traffic and the lack of 

pedestrian or bicycle amenities, the Route 2A corridor creates a significant 
physical barrier dividing the neighborhoods on both sides of the roadway.  The 
division limits the sense of community that is desired by the residents of this 
area and encouraged in the Town Plan.   

 
• Lack of interconnections – The Land on either side of Route 2A, especially in 

the northern section, has been developed with a series of isolated, minimally 
connected or dead end roadways.  The lack of connection limits the interaction 
that is possible between the residents of the various isolated streets, and hinders 
the sense of neighborhood or community in the area.    
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Section 5:  Recommended Corridor Plan 
 
Overview 
 
Sheet 1 provides an overview of the modifications recommended for the corridor, 
while Sheets 2 through 7 provide enlargements of each section.   This alternative was 
initially considered as Alternative C-1.  Alternative B contains other alternatives that 
were also considered.  Table 1 provides an overview of the sections and the 
recommendations for each.  

 
Southern Section – Hurricane Lane to US Route 2 (Sheets 2 & 3) 
 

1. Function - Route 2A, between Hurricane 
Lane and the intersection with US Route 2 at 
Taft Corners (including the Interstate 89 
interchange), operates as a regional 
commercial access road in the Town of 
Williston. 
 
2. Purpose of Changes - For the southern 
section of Route 2A, the purpose of 
modifications are to:  

• Create a better gateway to Taft 
Corners,  

• Address traffic congestions issues,  
• Increase vehicular, pedestrian and 

bicyclist mobility,  
• Facilitate traffic calming, 
• Initiate access management 

recommendations, and  
• Facilitate the development of planned park and ride facilities. 

  
3. Identified Need - The need for modifications can be seen in: 

• The Level of Service F for PM peak northbound left turns at Marshall Avenue 
with overall Level of Service E for PM peak;  

• The confusing traffic patterns at the Marshall Avenue intersection;  
• The lack of adequate pedestrian facilities throughout the corridor;  
• The exclusive automobile-related visual clues relating to the entrance to Taft 

Corners (increased lanes, wider roads, wider shoulders, and larger buildings) at 
the expense of pedestrian, bicyclist or natural visual clues; 

• The potential for increased curb cuts as remaining land is developed, and  
• The lack of official park and ride facilities in the corridor. 
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4. Right-of-Way Modifications  
 
A. Cross Section and Signalized Intersections – For the basic roadway configuration, 
Route 2A should provide a five-lane roadway section, with center median as possible, 
allowing turning lanes at each signalized intersection.  Sheet 8 depicts a typical cross 
section for the southern section of Route 2A showing a five-lane configuration and 
Sheets 2 and 3 provide an overview of the right-of-way modifications as well as the 
other recommendations for this section of the corridor.  The recommendation calls for 
adding curbing along the outer edges of the north- and southbound lanes. The addition 
of curbing will also require the development of a more structural storm drainage 
system.  Stormwater quantity and quality treatment will need to be a part of the 
systems.  Treatment areas could be incorporated into the center median, focusing on 
recharging stormwater for smaller storm events.    
 
At the southern approach to the Route 2 intersection, the recommendations call for 
the conversion of the northbound outer lane north of the northern most Maple Tree 
Place access drive to a right turn only lane.  This change would facilitate the 
conversion to a narrower cross section north of the Route 2 intersection described in 
Section II.B of this report.   
 
One additional traffic signal should eventually be considered at the State Police / Park 
& Ride access point, especially if the Town plans for an additional access road to the 
west across from this access drive.  The traffic signals in the corridor should be 
coordinated, either from one end of the corridor to the other or in either direction 
from the intersection with Route 2A.  Other road access points along the southern 
section of Route 2A, either existing or recommended, should not be signalized and the 
center median should eliminate left turns at these points.   
 
The cross section provides 5-foot shoulders in both directions for bicycle use.  It also 
recommends sidewalks on the west side of the road and a shared use path on the east 
side of the road, each separated from the curb by a minimum of 8 feet.    Each 
signalized intersection should include cross walks and pedestrian phases within the 
signal cycle, as well as emergency vehicle pre-emption capabilities.   
 
B. Other Intersection Improvements - A Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) could 
provide increased capacity and efficiency at the Interstate 89 interchange with Route 
2A and is recommended for this intersection.  A SPUI creates fewer traffic intersection 
points than a typical diamond interchange as shown in information contained in 
Appendix D.  It also allows multiple movements at the same time, increasing overall 
traffic flow through the intersection and minimizing the waiting time for any one 
movement.  The interaction of vehicular traffic movements with pedestrians and 
bicyclists on the sidewalks will need to be carefully coordinated.   The construction of 
a SPUI may not require additional right-of-way, but it will most likely involve a 
lengthening of the interstate bridge over Route 2A to provide a wider space 
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underneath to install the single intersection. This significant reconstruction of the 
intersection could be an expensive modification. 
  
C. Access - No new driveway access points should be created along the southern section 
of Route 2A.  Two additional roadway access points are recommended between the 
interstate and Marshall Avenue.  These would be positioned to create a new, signalized 
intersection and are described below in the Adjacent Roadway Network discussion.   
Alternate access points are recommended for certain businesses along the corridor, 
either to facilitate movement between existing private parking areas or to provide 
access via a signalized intersection rather than an un-signalized access point  
 
D. Utilities - The amount of traffic and the number of intersections on the southern 
section of Route 2A heightens the need for street lighting.  If street lighting is 
considered necessary, pedestrian scale streetlights should be installed along the edges of 
the roadway behind the curb.     
 
The Town should pursue burying the existing utility lines, or shifting utility poles to 
the eastern outside edge of the right-of-way.   
 
E. Visual Improvements –The introduction of a center median creates a strong visual 
beginning to the Taft Corners area surrounding Route 2A.  It provides a visual clue to 
reinforce the reduction in posted speed limit for those vehicles traveling north into this 
portion of the Route 2A corridor.  The plan also calls for the addition of appropriate 
sized street trees between the new curb and sidewalk and in the center median.  Select 
the size, variety, and location of trees based on the location of overhead wires, corner 
sight distances, maintenance requirements, and soil conditions.  Trees for the center 
medians in particular should be selected to be compatible with the stormwater 
treatment facilities that may be located there.  The land surrounding the southern 
section of the Route 2A Corridor is designated as being part of Primary and Secondary 
Foreground Views as well as Secondary Middleground Views in the 2000 
Comprehensive Plan.  The introduction of street trees along the edges of the right-of-
way may alter these views.  The modifications, however, are considered to be an 
overall improvement to the visual aspect of this section of the corridor.  The street 
trees could be added prior to the widening of the roadway, as long as the trees are 
planted beyond the limits of the construction but still within the right-of-way.   
 
F. Speed - The recommended speed limit for this section is  35 mph. 
 
G. Noise - None of the modifications proposed for this portion of the corridor may 
have a significant affect on the noise levels in the Corridor.  
 
5. Land Use Modifications - Create Park & Ride Lot, as planned, near the Interstate 89 
interchange.  In the Zoning regulations, there should be some sort of land use category 
that allows outside display of goods for retail establishments not currently included in 
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3.200 “Storage and display of goods outside fully enclosed building allowed” to 
encourage walking from store to store in the land adjacent to the corridor.  No other 
significant changes to land use are considered appropriate for this section of the Route 
2A corridor.  
 
6. Adjacent Roadway Network  - As part of the overall upgrading of the corridor, the 
Town should encourage the completion of the grid of new roads between Harvest 
Lane Route 2A, Route 2 and Marshall Avenue.  They should also push for a 
connection between these roads and the office park in the southwest corner of the 
Route 2/ Route 2A intersection.   The Town should pursue a new connection between 
Home Depot access drive or Harvest Lane and Route 2A at the State Police access. The 
east side of this road should service the proposed Park & Ride lot and possibly the 
southern end of Maple Tree Place. 
 
7. Transit Considerations - To reduce circulation of individual motor vehicles in the 
vicinity of Taft Corners, the Town should work with local business and/or the 
Chittenden County Transit Authority to develop a local transit loop.  To be most 
affective, the loop should incorporate connections to CCTA routes, the Park & Ride 
Lot and/or Transit Center, if located other than at the Park & Ride Lot.  The transit 
loop should provide frequent trips and stops at major retailers or business within the 
four quadrants of the Taft Corners area.  Transit service running in both directions on 
the loop would add to the attractiveness of the service.  The overall goal of providing a 
transit loop is to make its use easier, quicker and even more enjoyable than moving 
from place to place via private automobile when the distance between destinations is 
more than a quick walk.   
 
Middle Section – US Route 2 to O’Brien Court (Sheets 3 & 4) 
 

1. Function - The Route 2A corridor, between Route 
2 and O’Brien Court, operates as a transition area 
between the more heavily commercial areas to the 
south and the more residential areas to the north, 
while still serving as a regional thoroughfare.  
 
2. Purpose of Changes - For the middle section of 
Route 2A, the purpose of modifications is to:  

• Address the existing crash problems,  
• Increase pedestrian and bicyclist mobility,  
• Preserve the existing Level of Service C at the 

Route 2A/2 intersection,  
• Continue traffic calming efforts already begun 

in this section and recommended in the 
southern section, and  
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• Introduce access management measures. 
 
3. Identified Need: - The need for modifications can be seen in:  

• Higher than average number of crashes, and  
• Poor facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians.  
 

4. Right-of-Way Modifications 
 
A. Cross Section and Signalized Intersections – For this section, Route 2A should 
provide a 3-lane roadway section with center median, allowing turning lanes only at 
O’Brien Court, Knight Lane and Paul/Zephyr Streets.  Sheet 9 depicts a typical cross 
section for the middle section of Route 2A, showing a three-lane configuration.  Sheets 
3 and 4 provide an overview of the right-of-way modifications as well as the other 
recommendations for this section of the corridor.   The recommendations also include 
adding curbing along the outer edges of the north- and southbound lanes. The addition 
of curbing will also require the development of a more structural storm drainage 
system.  Stormwater quantity and quality treatment will need to be a part of the 
systems.  Treatment areas could be incorporated into the center median, focusing on 
recharge of stormwater for smaller storm events.    
 
The Town should consider a traffic signal at the Paul/Zephyr/Route 2A intersection 
as the surrounding roadway network is developed.  A signal is currently planned as 
part of the improvements at the O’Brien Court intersection when the new road 
approved by the Town opposite O’Brien Court is constructed. The traffic signals in 
the corridor should be coordinated, either from one end of the corridor to the other or 
in either direction from the intersection with Route 2A.   
 
The cross section provides 5-foot shoulders in both directions for bicycle use.  It also 
recommends sidewalks on the west side of the road and a shared use path on the east 
side of the road, each separated from the curb by a minimum of 3 feet.  Alternately, a 
different location for a shared use path could be found that is outside of the right-of-
way that still provides access to the various business and other destinations along the 
corridor.  Each signalized intersection should include cross walks and pedestrian phases 
within the signal cycle and emergency vehicular pre-emption.    
 
B. Intersection Improvements - No intersection improvements are recommended for the 
middle section of Route 2A, other than the construction of the new road opposite 
O’Brien Court already approved by the Town. 
 
C. Access – A new roadway is currently approved opposite O’Brien Court.  Besides 
this, no other new access points should be created along this section of Route 2A.  The 
width of some existing driveways should be reduced to provide a more defined entry 
point.  For other properties along the corridor, additional or alternate access points are 
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recommended, either to facilitate movement between existing private parking areas or 
to provide access via a signalized intersection rather than an un-signalized access point  
 
D. Utilities - The amount of traffic and the number of intersections in the middle 
section of Route 2A reduces the need for continuous street lighting.  If street lighting is 
considered necessary for this section, pedestrian scale streetlights should be installed 
along the edges of the roadway behind the curb between Route 2A and Knight Lane. 
Similar light fixtures could be installed at the O’Brien Court intersection when the 
new access road is constructed.      
 
The Town should pursue burying the existing utility lines, or shifting utility poles to 
the outside edge of the right-of-way.   
  
E. Visual Improvements - Add appropriate sized street trees between the new curb and 
sidewalk and in the center median.  Alternately, street trees could be placed on the 
outside edge of the sidewalk on private property.  The Town could develop program 
that allows the Town to purchase and plant a street tree on private property with an 
agreement from the landowner to keep the tree healthy. Select the size, variety, and 
location of trees based on the location of overhead wires, corner sight distances, 
maintenance requirements, and soil conditions.  Trees for the center medians in 
particular should be selected to be compatible with the stormwater treatment facilities 
that may be located there.   
 
F. Speed – It is recommended that the speed limit be set at 35 mph. 
 
G. Noise - None of the modifications to this section should have a significant effect on 
the noise levels in the Corridor, although the introduction of street trees often reduces 
the perception of noise for those on the other side of the trees because the noise source 
is at least partially out of sight.   
 
5. Land Use Modifications - Encourage business with off peak traffic generation 
patterns that are currently allowed in the Districts adjacent to the corridor in this 
section.  Encourage multifamily residential developments.  In the Zoning regulations, 
there should be some sort of land use category that allows outside display of goods for 
retail establishments not currently included in 3.200 “Storage and display of goods 
outside fully enclosed building allowed” to encourage walking from store to store in 
the land adjacent to the corridor.  No other significant changes to land use are 
considered appropriate for this section of the Route 2A corridor.  
 
6. Adjacent Roadway Network - Encourage development of the Taft Corners 
Northeast connector road between Route 2 and Zephyr Street as well as other 
connections between the connector road and roadways or developments in the 
northeast quadrant.  In particular, encourage an extension of the connecting road 
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between Lenny’s and the Taft Corners Shopping Center to Zephyr Lane and 
additional connections to Route 2.   
 
7. Transit Considerations – This portion of the corridor should be included in the 
local transit loop discussed for the southern section.  Additionally, it may be 
appropriate to provide pull-off locations on the south side of the Helena Drive 
intersection and the north side of the Lenny’s access drive and/or Knight Lane.   A bus 
pull off could also be considered on the southbound side of the road opposite Knight 
Lane.  
 
 
Northern Section – O’Brien Court to Town Line (Sheets 5, 6, & 7)  
 

1. Function - The Route 2A corridor, between 
O’Brien Court and the Williston Town Line, operates 
as a residential street for the Town of Williston, as 
well as serving as a regional thoroughfare.  
 
2. Purpose of Changes - For the northern section of 
Route 2A in Williston, the purpose of modifications is 
to:  

• Increase the residential aspect of the roadway, 
serving the residents that live along the right-
of-way;  

• Address crash issues;  
• Increase pedestrian and bicyclist mobility;  
• Address low Level of Service for side streets at 

un-signalized intersections 
• Development traffic calming measures; and 
• Initiate access management to maintain 

adequate traffic flow.   
 
3. Identified Need - The need for modifications can be 
seen in:  

• Level of Service F for side streets at un-
signalized intersections;  

• Lack of sidewalks and cross walks for 
residences making it difficult to walk along or cross Route 2A;  

• The limitations that Route 2A places on the interaction of the residents along 
Route 2A and in the adjacent neighborhoods; and  

• Numerous access points, with more possible. 
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4. Right-of-Way Modifications  
 
A. Cross Section – This section of Route 2A should provide a 3-lane roadway section 
with center median and turning lanes at each roadway intersection.  Sheet 9 depicts a 
typical cross section for the northern section of Route 2A showing a typical three-lane 
configuration.  Sheets 5, 6, and 7 provide an overview of the right-of-way 
modifications as well as the other recommendations for this section of the corridor, 
including the addition of curbing along the outer edges of the north- and southbound 
lanes. The addition of curbing will also require the development of a more structural 
storm drainage system.  Stormwater quantity and quality treatment will need to be a 
part of the systems.  Treatment areas could be incorporated into the center median, 
focusing on recharge of stormwater for smaller storm events.    
 
The intersection of Route 2A with James Brown Drive currently meets the peak hour 
signal warrant and may meet other warrants as well.  This intersection could be 
improved prior to the implementation of the other cross section modifications and 
eventually be incorporated into the larger changes.  The traffic signals in the corridor 
should be coordinated, either from one end of the corridor to the other or in either 
direction from the intersection with Route 2A.   
 
The Town is currently examining improvements to the Mountain View/Industrial 
Drive/Route 2A intersection.  The modifications planned at that intersection could 
also be incorporated into the larger cross section modifications  
 
The Route 2A intersection with River Cove Road does not currently meet signal 
warrants.  This intersection will most likely meet signal warrants within the 25-year 
study and so a signal is shown as being recommended for that intersection at some 
time in the future.  Prior to the installation of signals or other corridor improvements 
at this intersection, a northbound left turn lane can be installed that would eventually 
work with the three lane/center median cross section.   
 
The cross section for the northern section of Route 2A provides 4-foot shoulders in 
both directions for bicycle use.  It also includes the existing or proposed shared use 
paths on one side of the road, with a sidewalk on the other side of the road separated 
from the curb by a minimum of 3 feet.  The sidewalk would extend as far north as the 
East View access road.  At this point, a well-marked crosswalk would take pedestrians 
to the shared-use path on the west side of the road that would extend north towards 
the Town line.  Each signalized intersection should include cross walks.  The 
signalized intersections should include pedestrian phases within the signal cycle, as well 
as be equipped for emergency vehicle pre-emption.   
 
B. Other Intersection Improvements - New intersections should be limited in the 
northern section to as few as may be needed to access undeveloped property with no 
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other means of access.   As more intersections are added to the corridor, more 
openings would be needed in the median.  
 
C. Access - No new private access points should be allowed on Route 2A.  The width of 
access to some existing driveways should be reduced to provide a more defined entry 
point.  For other properties along the corridor, additional or alternate access points 
other than to Route 2A are recommended, either to facilitate movement between 
existing private parking areas or to provide access via a signalized intersection rather 
than an un-signalized access point  
 
D. Utilities - The residential nature of this portion of Route 2A suggests that the 
pedestrian scale lighting recommended in the southern and middle sections is not 
appropriate for continuous use in the northern section.  Lighting fixtures would be 
appropriate only at intersections if the Town determines they are needed.   
 
The Town should pursue burying the existing power lines or shifting them to the 
green space between street and sidewalk.  Current State Standards allow the placement 
of the poles within 1.5 feet of the travel lane for this type of roadway with curbing.   
 
E. Visual Improvements - The introduction of a center median provides a strong visual 
clue to motorists that they are entering a new special section of roadway either from 
the North or from intersecting roadways. The street trees to be added to the median 
and at the sides of the roadway will also contribute to the overall visual stimulation of 
the corridor.  The roadway improvements themselves should be done so as to preserve 
as many of the existing, valuable trees in the corridor as possible.  Add additional 
appropriate sized street trees between the new curb and sidewalk, or just outside of the 
right-of-way, as well as in the center median.  Trees planted outside of the right-of-way 
can be sponsored by the Town or the landowner, with agreements as to which will 
maintain the tree in a healthy state. Select the size, variety, and location of trees based 
on the location of overhead wires, corner sight distances, maintenance requirements, 
and soil conditions.  Trees for the center medians in particular should be selected to be 
compatible with the stormwater treatment facilities that may be located there.  
 
F. Speed – The speed limit for this section should be 30 mph.  
 
G. Noise - The reduction in the speed limit by 10 miles per hour for this section may 
result in a small reduction in the level of vehicle noise generated on this portion of the 
roadway.  The addition of street trees can also reduce the perception of noise in the 
corridor by removing the source of noise from view.  
 
5. Land Use Modifications - The commercial district located in the northwest corner 
of the corridor is a small outpost of non-residential use in the northern section of 
Route 2A.  To bring this area more into character with the rest of this section of the 
corridor, mixed uses should be encouraged in this area.  There are still some 
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undeveloped parcels in this area, as well as parcels that could be redeveloped over time 
to allow more residential, neighborhood type uses.  Additionally, businesses that 
generate traffic in other than peak periods should be encouraged, such as libraries, now 
allowed along the Route 2A corridor, small movie theaters, and small restaurants. 
Certain uses that contribute heavily to the traffic demands should be considered as 
conditional uses, including motor vehicle related services and parking facilities not 
associated with other land uses.  
 
6. Adjacent Roadway Network - Encourage interconnection between existing 
roadways. The Town should work to gain through-connections between James Brown 
Drive and River Cover Road and the roadways south of River Cove Road.  Require 
provisions for interconnections to adjacent properties for new development, especially 
those properties on the east side of the corridor.  These connections should also be 
extended to Mountain View Road and Industrial Avenue. 
 
7. Transit Considerations - Provide partial bus pull-offs at appropriate locations by 
extending pavement to edge of sidewalk or shared-use path. 
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Section 6:  Implementation Strategy 
 
 
Proposed 10-Year Corridor Improvement Program 
 
Based on the analysis of existing and future conditions, as well as residents’ vision for 
the corridor, the consultant developed a proposed program of corridor improvements 
to be undertaken over a roughly 10-year period.  Table 2 on the following page lists 
the project location, description, issues and/or notes, timeframe for implementation 
and whether new right-of-way (ROW) may need to be acquired.  The timeframe for 
implementation is based on both the priority assigned to the improvement and the 
consultant’s judgment regarding the ease with which the improvement could be 
implemented given funding, regulatory, physical and political constraints. 
 
 
Funding Sources 
 
There are various public and private funding sources that could possibly be used to 
help the Town implement changes to Route 2A.  Public funding includes federal, 
State, regional, and local sources.  The lists and information below focus on non-local 
sources and are intended to provide guidance to the Town, but should not be 
considered exhaustive, as funding source eligibility, restrictions, amounts, and 
requirements change from year to year.  The Town can also consult the CCMPO’s 
“Funding Sources for Transportation Projects” guide on a regular basis to ensure the 
region has the most current information. 
 
Federal Funds 
 

• Surface Transportation Program (STP):  STP funds have the most flexible uses 
of any federal transportation funds.  STP funds may be used for highway, 
transit, and non-motorized facility construction and improvements.  Facilities 
must be classified by the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (CCMPO) and State as eligible for federal-aid, although sidewalk 
projects on local roads that are not on the federal-aid system may also be 
eligible for STP funding.  The non-federal match requirement is 20 percent. 

 
• Enhancement Program:  Enhancement Program funds are another potential 

source of federal funds for Route 2A projects.  In Vermont, the final decisions 
on Enhancement funding are made by VTrans, but the CCMPO must endorse 
and prioritize candidate Enhancement projects in Chittenden County before 
VTrans will consider them for funding.  Generally, Enhancement funding 
awards are made once per year through a competitive application process, 
although the state has, in recent years, made an additional round of awards after 
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the end of the Legislative Session.  The non-federal match requirement is 20 
percent. 
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Table 2 

 

Project # Location Description Issues/Notes
Timeframe for 

Implementation ROW Req.

1 River Cove Rd. at Rte. 2A Install turning lanes on Rte. 2A. In anticipation of future traffic signal 1-2 yrs

2 Entire corridor Conduct speed analysis to implement speed limit 
modifications. 1-2 yrs

3 Entire corridor Create an official Town Map indicating locations of 
future roadways. 

Future roadways in other parts of the 
Town can also be mapped at this time. 1-2 yrs

4 James Brown Dr. at Rte. 2A Install turning lanes on Rte. 2A and traffic signal
Turning lanes and signal can be 
installed separately or together as one 
project.

1-2 yrs

5 I-89 Exit 12
Initiate Scoping/Project Definition study of new 
interchange configuration to accommodate long-
term capacity, safety and operational needs

SPUI-type configuration recommended 1-2 yrs possibly

6 Southern Section Initiate public transit loop around Taft Corners
Facilities to accommodate future stops 
can be incorporated into site designs 
now. 

< 5 yrs

7 Marshall Ave. to Route 2 Widen roadway to 5-lane cross-section to provide 
turning lanes at signalized intersections Base material is already in place. < 5 yrs

8 Entire corridor Plant street trees along sides of roadway 
(positioned to allow future widening).

Plantings can be done by corridor 
segment < 5 yrs

9 Entire corridor Modify zoning to adjust permitted and conditional 
land uses. 

Modifications to several different districts 
should be considered as described in 
the report. 

< 5 yrs

10 Hurricane Ln. to US 2 
intersection Add curbing to Rte. 2A < 5 yrs

11 State Police barracks at Rte. 
2A Install traffic signal and new roadway This should be timed to coincide with the 

creation of the Park and Ride Facilitiy < 5 yrs X

12 Northern Section Negotiate with landowners to create connection 
between Industrial Ave. and James Brown Drive. 5-7 yrs X

13 Entire corridor Identify appropriate interconnections between 
existing roads

This can be accomplished by 
negotiations, subdivisions, site plans, 
donation, or other means.

5-7 yrs X

14 Paul Rd/Zephy St. intersection 
with Rte 2A Install traffic signal This signal can be installed when 

warrants are met 5-7 yrs

15 Northern Section north of 
Mountain View Rd. Add sidewalk to east side of Rte. 2A 5-7 yrs possibly

16 US 2 to Mountain View Rd. Build sidewalks and shared use path on Rte. 2A
Sidewalk and shared use path 
installation will need to be planned to 
minimize impacts to Allen Brook. 

5-7 yrs possibly

17 Northern Section Install crosswalks at intersections 5-7 yrs

18 Middle and Northern Sections Widen roadway to provide curbs and three lanes 
and install center median and drainage facility This work may be done in phases 7-10 yrs possibly

19 Entire corridor Install center median and recharge/drainage facility. 7-10 yrs

20 River Cove Rd. at Rte. 2A Install traffic signal on Rte. 2A >10 yrs.

Vermont Route 2A Corridor Management Plan
Town of Williston, Vermont

Proposed  10-Year Improvement Program
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• Transportation and Community and System Preservation (TCSP) Pilot 

Program:  The TCSP pilot grant program is another potential source of 
funding for Route 2A improvement projects.  In 1998, under the new TEA-21 
legislation, Congress established the TCSP competitive grant program to 
provide funding to states, regions, and localities for planning and implementing 
transportation projects that improve the efficiency of the transportation 
system, reduce environmental impacts of transportation, reduce the need for 
costly future public infrastructure investments, ensure efficient access to jobs, 
services and centers of trade, and examine development patterns and identify 
strategies to encourage compatible private sector development patterns.  
Further planning for the center median, the development of more roadway 
connections and the consolidation of access points could be potential projects 
to fund with this program.  Applications are accepted once per year, typically 
in late January, with awards made toward midyear by the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA).  Applications must be endorsed by and submitted 
through the MPO.  Although matching funds are not required, priority is given 
to projects that leverage non-federal funds and take advantage of in-kind 
contributions, such as maintenance agreements, land donations, and volunteer 
time. (It should be noted that for the last three years, virtually 100 percent of all 
TCSP grants across the country have been made through the Congressional 
earmarking process, despite the original stated intent that this be an open 
competitive process.  Thus, the direct involvement of one or more members of 
Vermont’s congressional delegation would be necessary for an application from 
the region to have a chance of success.)   

 
• Federal Transit Administration (FTA):  FTA funds are another potential 

source of federal funding for transit oriented aspects of Route 2A corridor 
projects, such as the Park & Ride Lot or the local transit loop.    

 
• The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ): The CMAQ program is 

another possible federal source of funding.  In general, federal law requires that 
CMAQ funds be targeted for addressing congestion problems and associated 
vehicle emissions that result in air quality problems, primarily in urban areas.  
In Vermont, because the entire state is currently considered to be “in 
attainment” of federal air quality standards, VTrans controls the distribution of 
CMAQ funds throughout the state.  VTrans has mainly used CMAQ funds to 
support start-up of new transit services, including the VTA’s Champlain Flyer 
rail service and the College Street Shuttle service in Burlington, and park and 
ride lot construction.  Because VTrans is currently developing a new statewide 
transit policy, it is uncertain how CMAQ funds may be used or distributed in 
the future, but they could potentially be available to help fund bus service 
along Route 2A.  A 20 percent non-federal match is required. 
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State Funds 
 
The State of Vermont, generally through VTrans, could provide funds to the Town 
for implementation of certain Route 2A Corridor projects.  In most cases, federal 
funds comprise part of the grant, and a non-federal match would thus be required.  
Also, federally funded projects must be approved by the CCMPO and be placed on the 
regional TIP only.   One potential funding opportunity from these funds would be 
applicable:    
 

• VTrans Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Grant Program: The State of Vermont’s 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Grant Program provides competitive grants to 
municipalities and other entities for bicycle and pedestrian facilities.  In order 
to apply for a grant under this program, the applicant must have completed a 
“Conceptual Alignment Analysis” (CAA) of the proposed facility.  In 
particular, routing of the southern portion of the Shared Use path that leads 
under Interstate 89 could potentially be developed through these funds.  The 
annual application deadline is typically in May. The local match requirement is 
10 percent.   

 
Regional Funds 
 
Other funds may be available through the CCMPO for the implementation of Route 
2A Corridor projects.  It should also be noted that in Chittenden County, a federally-
funded transportation activity must be formally approved by the CCMPO as part of 
the annual work program, the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP), or, in some 
cases, both. 
 

• Transportation for Livable Communities (TLC): The TLC grant program is 
managed and funded by the CCMPO.  TLC grant funds could potentially be 
used for required planning work on various components of Route 2A Corridor 
projects, such as pedestrian connections between residential and commercial 
areas.  The CCMPO solicits grant applications in the summer, with grant 
funding becoming available on October 1.  A minimum 20 percent non-federal 
match is required. 

 
• CCMPO Project Definition: CCMPO’s Project Definition Program is another 

potential source of funding for detailed planning and pre-engineering work on 
specific elements of Route 2A Corridor projects.  By requesting inclusion in the 
CCMPO’s program and receiving these funds, project sponsors would also be 
moving projects into the regional and state “pipeline” for inclusion in the 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for construction funding.  The 
CCMPO typically requests towns to provide project definition candidate 
projects in a February/March timeframe through the annual work program 
update process for funding starting in October.  A non-federal match may be 
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required, and sponsors could expedite funding access by providing that match.  
However, a municipality may not be required to provide the match itself, 
depending on the CCMPO’s overall budget.  

 
Public-Private Partnerships  
 
Transportation needs have grown in recent years at a rate that has outpaced available 
public funding, particularly at the local level.  Innovative approaches to paying for 
transportation projects have emerged to fill the need.  One such approach entails 
creative partnerships between the public and private sectors.  In Vermont, these types 
of arrangements have typically involved roadway intersection and capacity 
improvements associated with commercial developments, such as in the Taft Corners 
area of Williston.  The common thread in any such partnership is that all involved 
parties receive some benefit from their contributions.  While these partnerships may 
not fund 100 percent of desired corridor projects, they could represent an important 
piece of the overall funding framework. 
 
Williston can work directly with businesses and developers to ensure that key elements 
of important Route 2A Corridor projects are incorporated into and funded, at least in 
part, by the developers and/or their tenants, such as the improvements to the southern 
sections of Route 2A.  The benefit for the developers and business would be enhanced 
mobility and access to their locations. The Town benefits would be further 
implementation of the overall Town vision for Route 2A.  
 
 
Official Town Map 
 
State Statutes allow municipalities to create Official Town Maps that help to direct 
their growth in ways that are compatible with their plans and goals.  The Official 
Town Map can, among other things, note the location of proposed future roads.  As 
long as the land designated for future use as a roadway is not proposed for 
development, the town need not take action to acquire the land.  However, as the State 
Statutes indicate, the Town can deny a request to develop the land based on the fact 
that it is designated as a future town road, but must then move within 120 days to 
begin public acquisition of the parcel with just compensation to the land owner.  If the 
town declines to pursue ownership within this time period, then the land can be 
developed as originally intended by the landowner.   
 
The use of an Official Map could be useful in encouraging the development of the 
connection roadways proposed for the Route 2A Corridor.   
 
 
Zoning Modification  
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While there are not significant changes to the Zoning Regulations recommended in 
this study, there are a few that could affect the amount of traffic generated in the 
adjacent properties.  These modifications are described in each section.   
 
 
Re-designation of Route 2A 
 
When Segments A and B of the Chittenden County Circumferential Highway are 
constructed, it may be possible to designate it as Route 2A and remove this designation 
from the current roadway through Williston.  Such a change would help remove 
portions of the regional traffic that is only using Route 2A as a long distance 
transportation route.  This could help reduce the overall traffic loads on the road, 
which could help in all three of the roadway sections described in this study.   
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Appendix A - Existing Conditions Report 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
The purpose of this memorandum is to present a summary of existing traffic conditions 
along Route 2A in the Town of Williston performed in conjunction with the Route 2A 
Corridor Study.  The study area for this project lies between I-89 and the Essex Junction 
town boundary.  This document contains information on daily traffic volumes, 
intersection turning movement traffic volumes, collision history, travel-time and delay 
information, signage, pavement markings, pedestrian facilities, and intersection 
operations.  A summary of each is presented as follows.   
 
 
2.0 Roadway Inventory 
 
The following summarizes roadway characteristics in the study area.  Figures 1 through 5 
illustrate this information. 
 
2.1 Roadway Characteristics 
 
Route 2A between I-89 and Route 2 (Taft Corners) roadway characteristics have and will 
continue to changes as improvements continue to be implemented 
 
At the I-89 Southbound Ramps intersection Route 2A comprises of two through lanes in 
the northbound direction and one left turn lane and one through lane in the southbound 
direction.  Two approach lanes are provided on the I-89 Ramp. 
 
At the I-89 Northbound intersection, Route 2A consists of two through lanes in the 
northbound direction and one through lane and one right turn lane in the southbound 
direction.  Two approach lanes are provided on the I-89 Ramp. 
 
Between I-89 and Marshall Avenue, Route 2A consists of a four lane section.  In the 
northbound direction one lane remains the through lane to Taft Corners and one lane 
becomes the right-turn lane to Maple Tree Place.  In the southbound direction one lane 
remains the through lane to the Southbound Ramps and one lane becomes the right-turn 
lane to I-89 Northbound. 
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At Marshall Avenue Route 2A consists of one left turn lane, one through lane and one 
right turn lane in the northbound direction.  In the southbound direction Route 2A 
consists of two through lanes and one left turn lane.  On Marshall Avenue two lanes are 
provided, a right-turn lane and a shared through/left lane.  On the new Maple Tree Place 
Drive, two left turn lanes and one shared through/right lane are provided. 
 
At Taft Corners each approach consists of one left-turn lane, one through lane, and one 
right-turn lane. 
 
Between Taft Corners and the Essex Junction town boundary, Route 2A generally 
consisting of a two-lane road with 3 to 4 foot paved shoulders, with the exception of a 
short segment near the Essex Junction town boundary where two travel lanes and two 
paved 8 foot shoulders are provided.  Additionally, a short segment of Route 2A between 
Meadowrun Road and Pinecrest Circle has no shoulders. 
 
Helena Drive and the Chef’s Corner Shopping Center form a four-way intersection with 
one lane provided on Route 2A in each direction and two lane approaches provided on 
the minor streets.  On the Helena Drive and shopping center approaches an exclusive 
right-turn lane and a shared through/left lane are provided. 
 
Zephyr Road and Paul Street create a four-way intersection with exclusive left-turn lanes 
provided on Route 2A.  Zephyr Road provides two approach lanes, a shared through/left 
lane and an exclusive right-turn lane.  Paul Street has one approach lane. 
 
Knight Lane is a three-way intersection with all approaches providing one lane. 
 
At the Industrial Drive and Mountain View Road intersection, both Route 2A approaches 
consists of three-lanes with separate left, through, and right turn lanes.  The Industrial 
Avenue approach consists of a left-turn lane and a shared through/right lane, and 
Mountain View Road has just one shared lane. 
 
River Cove Road is a three-way intersection, with separate left and right turn lanes 
provided on the minor street approach. 
 
James Brown Drive is a three-way intersection with single lane approaches. 
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2.2 Regulatory Signing 
 
Existing regulatory signage was inventoried within the study corridor.  Signs of 
noteworthy distinction include: 
 
• The posted speed limit is 40 MPH between Essex Junction and Paul Street and 35 

MPH between Paul Street and I-89. 
• “Do Not Pass” signs are posted throughout the corridor between Essex Junction and 

Taft Corners. 
• A “Steep Grade” warning sign is located on northbound Route 2A near Eastview 

Drive. 
• Two “CCTA Bus Stop” signs are located at Morgan Parkway and northerly of 

Industrial Avenue. 
• An advanced “pedestrian” warning sign is located between River Cover Road and  

Bittersweet Circle. 
• “Signal ahead” and “intersection ahead” warning signs are located near Sharon Drive. 
 
 
2.3 Traffic Control 
 
A description of each major intersection is summarized as follows. 
 
• Route 2A @ I-89 Southbound Ramps – This location is controlled by a three-phase 

signal with the northbound Route 2A left-turns operating in the protected/permissive 
mode.  This intersection is coordinated with the I-89 Northbound Ramps intersection. 

• Route 2A @ I-89 Northbound Ramps – This location is controlled by a three-phase 
signal with the southbound Route 2A left-turns operating in the protected permitted 
mode.  This intersection is coordinated with the I-89 Southbound Ramp intersection. 

• Route 2A @ Marshall Avenue – This location is controlled by a multi-phase signal 
with Marshall Avenue and Maple Tree Place operating in split phases, and left-turn 
movements on Route 2A operating in a protected mode. 

• Route 2A @ Route 2 (Taft Corners) – This location is controlled by a multi-phase 
signal where all left-turn movements operate under protected/permitted phasing and 
overlap right-turn phases are provided. 
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• Route 2A @ Helena Drive – Stop sign controlled. 
• Route 2A @ Zephyr Road @ Paul Street – Stop sign controlled. 
• Route 2A @ Knight Lane – Stop sign controlled. 
• Route 2A @ Industrial Avenue @ Mountain View Road – This location is 

controlled by a three-phase traffic signal, with a lead protected phase provided for 
Industrial Avenue movements 

• Route 2A @ River Cove Road – Stop sign controlled. 
• Route 2A @ James Brown Drive – Stop sign controlled. 
 
2.3 Pedestrian Facilities 
 
Pedestrian facilities are limited within the study area.  A summary of sidewalks, 
crosswalks, advance warning provisions, and traffic signal provisions are noted as 
follows. 
 
Sidewalks 

• Along the south side of Bittersweet Circle, beginning at Route 2A. 
• On the west side of Route 2A from Industrial Avenue to Hickory Hill Road. 
• On the east side of Route 2A from Mountain View Road to Meadowrun Road. 
• Along the north side of Meadowrun Road, beginning at Route 2A. 
• On the west side of Route 2A between Knight Lane and Taft Corners. 
• Along the south side of Knight Lane, Beginning at Route 2A. 
• On the east side of Route 2A, beginning at Zephyr Road southerly for 

approximately 500 feet. 
• Along the south side of Helena Drive, beginning at Route 2A. 
• On the east side of Route 2A between the Taft Corners Shopping Center and Taft 

Corners. 
• On the west side of Route 2A between Taft Corners and the Vermont Bank 

Driveway. 
• On the east side of Route 2A between Taft Corners and the Vermont State Police 

Driveway. 
 
Crosswalks 

• At the Industrial Avenue/Mountain View intersection, crosswalks are provided 
across Industrial Avenue and the southerly Route 2A approach. 
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• At the Taft Corners intersection, crosswalks are provided on all approaches. 
• At the Marshall Avenue intersection, crosswalks are provided on all approaches 

with the exception of the Marshall Avenue approach. 
 
Advanced Warning Provisions 

• A pedestrian warning sign is provided in advance of River Cove Road in the 
southbound direction. 

• A pedestrian warning sign is provided between Mountain View Road and Sharon 
Drive in the northbound direction. 

• A “yield to pedestrian in crosswalk” sign is posted at the Mountain View Road 
intersection. 

 
Traffic Signal Provisions 

• At the Industrial Avenue/Mountain View Road intersection pedestrian signal 
heads and push buttons are provided with concurrent phasing. 

• At the Taft Corners intersection pedestrian signal heads and push buttons are 
provided on all approaches with concurrent phasing. 

• At the Marshall Avenue intersection pedestrian signal heads and push buttons are 
provided with concurrent phasing. 

 
 
3.0 Traffic Volume Data 
 
3.1 Daily Traffic Volumes 
 
According to information obtained from VTrans, the following summarizes the historical 
Average Annual Daily Traffic Volumes over the last eleven years at permanent count 
station D129 located on Route 2A near Taft Corners.  As noted below traffic volumes 
have increase by over 40% since 1990. 
 

• 2000 – 19,600 vehicles 
• 1999 – 20,100 vehicles 
• 1998 – 19,600 vehicles 
• 1997 – 19,400 vehicles 
• 1996 – 16,800 vehicles 
• 1995 – 15,600 vehicles 
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• 1994 – 15,800 vehicles 
• 1993 - Not Available 
• 1992 – 14,700 vehicles 
• 1991 – Not Available 
• 1990 – 13,800 vehicles 

 
3.2 Seasonal Traffic Volumes 
 
During 2000 traffic volumes were reviewed on a monthly basis for both the adjusted 
Average Weekday Daily Volume and for the Highest Peak Hour.  Figures 6 and 7 present 
the data.  As illustrated, Daily Volume variation on a monthly basis exists with the 
greatest volume (23,000 vehicles) being recorded in October and the lowest (19,200 
vehicles) recorded in January and February.   
 
On a peak hour basis the variation is relatively flat with a spike during the Month of 
December , probably associated with Christmas Shopping. 
 
 
3.3 Intersection Traffic Volumes 
 
Needs for and types of traffic control devices, phasing and timing settings for traffic 
signals, and basic design elements for reconstruction or other improvements, all require 
detailed information on turning movements of traffic at intersections. Manual turning 
movement volume data was obtained within the study area during the AM and PM peak 
hours.  Based upon conversation with the Town intersection turning movement volume 
data was obtained at the following locations: 
 
• Route 2A @ I-89 Southbound Ramps 
• Route 2A @ I-89 Northbound Ramps 
• Route 2A @ Marshall Avenue 
• Route 2A @ Route 2 (Taft Corners) 
• Route 2A @ Helena Drive 
• Route 2A @ Zephyr Road/Paul Street 
• Route 2A @ Knight Lane 
• Route 2A @ Industrial Avenue @ Mountain View Road 
• Route 2A @ River Cove Road 
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• Route 2A @ James Brown Drive 
 
Traffic volume data was obtained from two sources. VTrans provided year 2001 traffic 
volume count information for the Route 2A @ Industrial Drive @ Mountain View Road 
intersection.  Traffic volume data collected in 1998 and 1999 for the Chittenden County 
Circumferential Highway VT 289 project was obtained for the I-89 Ramp intersections.  
For all other locations WSA conducted turning movement counts during either November 
or December of 2001. 
 
3.4 Design Hour Volume 
 
The traffic pattern on any highway shows considerable variation in traffic volumes during 
different hours of the day and in hourly volumes throughout the year.  It must be 
determined which of these hourly traffic volumes should be used for analysis and design.  
It would be wasteful to predicate the design on the (maximum) peak hour traffic of the 
year, yet the use of the average hourly traffic would result in an inadequate design.  The 
hourly traffic volume used in design should not be exceeded very often or by very much. 
On the other hand, it should not be so high that traffic would rarely be great enough to 
make full use of the facility.  Based upon the relationship between highest hourly 
volumes and daily traffic volumes, it has been concluded that the hourly traffic used in 
design should be the 30th Highest Hour Volume, or sometimes called Design Hour 
Volume. 
 
All study intersections were adjusted to reflect design hour conditions.  Additionally, 
traffic volumes counted prior to 2001 were increased by an annual growth rate of three 
percent to estimate year 2001 conditions. 
 
Figure 8 presents the 2001 Existing Design Hour Traffic volumes during the AM and PM 
peak hours at the study area intersections.   
 
4.0 Collision History 
 
Accident reports were obtained from the Williston Police Department for the years 2000 
and 2001 for the section of Route 2A between Taft Corners and the Essex Town line.  
Because significant changes to Route 2A between Taft Corners and I-89 have been 
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incorporated, historical accident data should be considered invalid.  Accordingly, no data 
is provided.  The following summarizes the data (refer to Figure 9). 
 
Year 2000 
 
Near Taft Corners 

• 34 collisions; 
• 18 angle type/15 rear-end/1 sideswipe; 
• Collision data did exhibit seasonal monthly pattern with 13 collisions occurring 

during October and December. 
• Weather did not play a role in the collisions.  Only 2 collisions occurred on 

snow/ice covered pavement; 
• Time of day does appear to be a factor in the collisions. Twenty collisions were 

reported between 12:00 Noon and 6:00PM; 
• Six collisions involved vehicles either entering or exiting the Mobil Station; 
• Eight collisions involved vehicles either entering or exiting the Taft Corners 

Shopping Center. 
• Six rear-end collisions occurred on the southbound Route 2A approach. 

 
Between Taft Corners and Industrial Avenue 

• 26 collisions; 
• 10 angle type/15 rear-end/1 single vehicle; 
• Collision data did not exhibit any seasonal monthly pattern.  
• Weather did not play a role in the collisions.  No collisions occurred on snow/ice 

covered pavement; 
• Time of day does appear to be a factor in the collisions. Twenty-one collisions 

were reported between 12:00 Noon and 6:00PM; 
• Five collisions were reported at O’Brien Court; 
• Three collisions were reported at Helena Drive and three at Knight Lane. 

 
Between Industrial Avenue/Mountain View Road and Essex  

• 15 collisions; 
• 5 angle type/9 rear-end/1 single vehicle; 
• Collision data did not exhibit any seasonal monthly pattern.  
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• Weather did not play a role in the collisions.  Only 3 collisions occurred on 
snow/ice covered pavement; 

• Time of day does appear to be a factor in the collisions. Five collisions were 
reported between 8:00AM and 9:30AM and 7 collisions were reported between 
12:00 Noon and 6:00PM; 

• Three collisions occurred at the Agway Driveway; 
• Three rear-end collisions involved vehicles on the southbound Route 2A approach 

at Industrial Avenue. 
 
Year 2001 
 
Near Taft Corners 

• 28 collisions; 
• 22 angle type/4 rear-end/1 sideswipe/1 single vehicle; 
• Collision data did not exhibit any seasonal monthly pattern. One or 2 collisions 

occurred per month with the exception of June (4 collisions), July (5 collisions), 
and December (3 collisions); 

• Weather did not play a role in the collisions.  Only 1 collision occurred on 
snow/ice covered pavement; 

• Time of day does appear to be a factor in the collisions. Five collisions were 
reported between 8:00AM and 9:30AM and 19 collisions were reported between 
12:00 Noon and 6:00PM; 

• Six collisions involved vehicles either entering or exiting the Mobil Station; 
• Eight collisions involved vehicles either entering or exiting the Taft Corners 

Shopping Center. 
 
Between Taft Corners and Industrial Avenue 

• 16 collisions; 
• 5 angle type/11 rear-end; 
• Collision data did not exhibit any seasonal monthly pattern. One or 2 collisions 

occurred per month with the exception of June (3 collisions). 
• Weather did not play a role in the collisions.  Only 3 collisions occurred on 

snow/ice covered pavement; 
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• Time of day does appear to be a factor in the collisions. Three collisions were 
reported between 8:00AM and 9:30AM and 9 collisions were reported between 
12:00 Noon and 6:00PM; 

• Six rear-end collisions involved vehicles on the northbound Route 2A approach at 
Industrial Drive; 

• Five rear-end collisions involved vehicles on the southbound Route 2A approach 
at Industrial Drive 

• Three collisions at O’Brien Court. 
 
Between Industrial Avenue/Mountain View Road and Essex 

• 13 collisions; 
• 5 angle type/7 rear-end/1 single vehicle; 
• Collision data did not exhibit any seasonal monthly pattern. One or 2 collisions 

occurred per month with the exception of November (3 collisions), December (5 
collisions); 

• Weather did not play a role in the collisions.  Only 1 collision occurred on 
snow/ice covered pavement; 

• Time of day does appear to be a factor in the collisions. Five collisions were 
reported between 8:00AM and 9:30AM and 3 collisions were reported between 
12:00 Noon and 6:00PM; 

 
Conclusion 
 
Several collisions patterns were identified in the review of the accident reports provided 
by the Town.  There appears to be a strong correlation between peak period commuter 
traffic volume and collision experience.  A high percentage of the collisions are occurring 
during the afternoon time period.  Collisions involving movements entering and exiting 
driveways appear to be a problem.  Multiple collisions were noted at the Mobil Station, 
Taft Corners Shopping Center, and the Agway Store.  Poor access management practices 
can lead to safety deficiencies.  The frequency of collisions, particularly in the Taft 
Corner area, is significant.  With 62 reported collisions over the researched two-year 
period, mitigation strategies should be considered.  It should be noted that recent 
improvements at Taft Corner do not appear to have reduced collision frequency.  
Additionally, a significant number or rear-end collisions were reported on Route 2A at 
driveways and side streets.  This pattern is common for roadways where major street turn 
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lanes are not provided and through volumes are high.  Eight collisions were reported at 
O’Brien Drive over the two-year period 2000 to 2001.  The frequency seems high when 
considering that O’Brien Drive is a dead-end street. 
 
 
5.0 Intersection Operations  
 
To evaluate existing traffic operating conditions capacity analyses were performed at the 
study intersections for the 2001 Existing Condition. 
 
The standard used to evaluate traffic operating conditions of the transportation system is 
referred to as the Level of Service (LOS).  This is a qualitative assessment of the 
quantitative effect of factors such as speed, volume of traffic, geometric features, traffic 
interruptions, delays, and freedom to maneuver. LOS analysis was based upon procedures 
detailed in the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board.   
 
 
5.1 Signalized Intersections 
 
Signalized intersection LOS is based on average stopped delay per vehicle.  The 
following table summarizes LOS categories and their associated delay. 

 
LOS Criteria for Signalized Intersections 

Level of Service Average Delay Per 
Vehicle (seconds) 

A ≤10 
B > 10 and ≤20 
C > 20 and ≤35 
D > 35 and ≤55 
E > 55 and ≤80 
F > 80 

 
 
The analysis assumed the following: 
 

• Optimized traffic signal timing; 
• Little or no pedestrian activity; 
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• Concurrent pedestrian phasing. 
 
The results of the capacity analyses at the signalized study intersections are presented in 
the following tables and on Figures 10 and 11. 

 
2001 Level of Service Summary 
Rt. 2A/I-89 Southbound Ramps 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

I-89 Ramp Left C 21.5 B 14.1 
I-89 Ramp Right A 1.7 A 1.7 
Rt. 2A NB C 21.4 C 20.1 
 Rt. 2A SB Left C 26.7 F 128.5 
 Rt. 2A SB Through B 15.4 B 16.3 

 Overall B 18.9  C 32.8 

 
 
 

2001 Level of Service Summary 
Rt. 2A/I-89 Northbound Ramps 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

I-89 Ramp Left B 17.1 B 18.7 
I-89 Ramp Right C 25.9 A 5.5 
Rt. 2A NB B 14.9 B 10.8 
 Rt. 2A SB Through B 19.9 B 13.0 
 Rt. 2A SB Right B 12.2 A 1.3 

 Overall B 17.0 A 9.1 
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2001 Level of Service Summary 
Rt. 2A/Marshall Avenue 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

 Marshall Left D 53.6 E 63.5 
Marshall Through D 52.1 D 45.1 
Marshall Right A 7.8 D 44.7 
MTP Left D 51.1 E 55.8 
 MTP Thru/Right D 37.5 C 30.6 
Rt. 2A NB Left D 50.6 F 92.9 
Rt. 2A NB Through E 68.6 D 36.6 
Rt. 2A NB Right A 8.1 B 13.3 
Rt. 2A SB Left D 52.2 E 55.4 
 Rt. 2A SB Thru/Right D 37.9 E 63.7 

 Overall D 49.4 E 56.8 

 
 

2001 Level of Service Summary 
Rt. 2A/Rt. 2 (Taft Corners) 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

 Rt. 2 EB Left A 9.7 B 11.7  
 Rt. 2 EB Through B 18.2  D  35.1 
Rt. 2 EB Right A 3.2 A 8.4 
Rt. 2 WB Left B 19.7 C 24.4 
Rt. 2 WB Through C 20.6 B 16.2 
Rt. 2 WB Right A 2.3 A 2.2 
Rt. 2A NB Left B 19.9 C 21.0 
Rt. 2A NB Through C 30.0 D 49.1 
Rt. 2A NB Right A 4.5 A 7.2 
Rt. 2A SB Left B 11.9 B 13.5 
 Rt. 2A SB Thru/RT B 11.1  B  13.8 

 Overall B 16.7  C 21.3  
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2001 Level of Service Summary 
Rt. 2A/Industrial Avenue 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

 Industrial Left A  9.4 D 37.9  
Industrial Thru/RT A 7.0 A 7.5 
Mountain View C 25.6 D 47.3 
Rt. 2A NB Left A 7.4 A 9.9 
Rt. 2A NB Through A 7.3 E 55.1 
Rt. 2A NB Right A 0.2 A 3.1 
Rt. 2A SB Left B 16.0 C 27.0 
Rt. 2A SB Through  C 21.2  C 31.4 
 Rt. 2A SB Right A 2.2  A 3.9 

 Overall B 11.8 C 31.7 

 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• I-89 Southbound Ramps- While this location operates at an acceptable level of 
service overall, problems exist during the PM peak hour particularly for the 
southbound left-turn. 

• I-89 Northbound Ramps- While no problems were identified in the analysis, it is 
likely that poor operating conditions at the nearby southbound ramps impact 
traffic operations negatively. 

• Marshall Drive – This location currently operates poorly during both peak hours. 
• Taft Corners – While no problems were identified in the analysis, impacts of 

nearby driveways, both signalized and unsignalized, negatively impact operations. 
• Industrial Drive/Mountain View Road – During the PM peak hour, Route 2A 

northbound was identified as having long delays. 
 
5.2 Unsignalized Intersections  
 
Unsignalized intersection LOS is also based on vehicular delay.  The LOS procedure 
computes capacity for each movement that has a conflict, based upon the critical time gap 
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required to complete the maneuver and the volume of traffic that is opposing the 
movement.  The following table describes the relationship between delay and LOS. 
 

Unsignalized Intersection 
Level of Service Criteria 

Level of Service Average Delay (seconds)
A ≤10 
B > 10 and ≤15 
C > 15 and ≤25 
D > 25 and ≤35 
E > 35 and ≤50 
F > 50 

 
 
The results of the unsignalized capacity analyses at the unsignalized intersections are 
presented in the following tables. 

 
2001 Level of Service Summary 

Rt. 2A/Helena Drive 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

Helena EB D 26.4 F 69.6 
Shopping Center E 35.7 F 80.4 
Rt. 2A NB A 0.6 A 0.6 
Rt. 2A SB A 0.5 A 0.5 

 
2001 Level of Service Summary 
Rt. 2A/Zephyr Road/Paul Street 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

Paul Street E 37.7 F 519.8 
Zephyr Road E 37.9 F 138.5 
Rt. 2A NB A 1.9 A 1.8 
Rt. 2A SB A 0.1 A 0.3 
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2001 Level of Service Summary 

Rt. 2A/Knight Lane 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

Knight Lane D 25.3 D 31.3 
Rt. 2A NB A 0.0 A 0.0 
Rt. 2A SB A 0.5 A 0.6 

 
2001 Level of Service Summary 

Rt. 2A/River Cove Road 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

River Cove Road E 37.7 F 99.6 
Rt. 2A NB A 0.7 A 2.7 
Rt. 2A SB A 0.0 A 0.0 

 
2001 Level of Service Summary 

Rt. 2A/James Brown Drive 

AM PEAK HOUR PM PEAK HOUR MOVEMENT 
LOS Delay LOS Delay 

James Brown Drive E 47.9 F 378.4 
Rt. 2A NB A 4.0 A 2.5 
Rt. 2A SB A 0.0 A 0.0 

 
Conclusions: 
 
All stop-controlled intersections analyzed operate with very long delays for the side street 
with the exception of Knight Lane. 

 
5.3 Travel Time Delay Survey 
 
Travel time and delay information are useful in the general evaluation of traffic 
movement within an area or along selected routes.  Delay data enable traffic engineers to 
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define problem locations where design and operational improvements may be essential to 
increase mobility and safety.  Applications of travel time and delay information include: 

1. Determination of route efficiency in moving traffic; 
2. Identification of congested locations in the street system; 
3. Definition of congestion according to location, type of delay, and duration and 

frequency of traffic friction; 
4. Evaluation of the effectiveness of traffic improvements using before-and-after 

studies; 
 
For this study travel delay surveys were conducted along Route 2A between I-89 and the 
Essex Junction town boundary.  The surveys were conducted during the weekday 
morning and evening commuter time periods and during the Saturday mid-day time 
period.  Figures 12 and 13 present the results of the survey.  Key results are noted below. 
 

• Average travel speeds for the corridor ranged form 23.30 MPH to 28.66 MPH, 
significantly lower than the posted speed limit of 40 MPH. 

• Locations where significant delays were recorded coincided with signalized 
intersections. 

• During the AM period travel conditions were worse in the southbound direction, 
while lower speeds and greater delay were recorded in the northbound direction 
during the PM period. 

 
6.0 Through Trip Analysis 
 
The Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization conducted a “through trip” 
analysis for Route 2A between I-89 and River Cove Road for 1998.  The analysis was 
performed using the Chittenden County Travel Demand Model during the PM peak hour.  
The model does not account for Maple Tree Place and Segments A and B of the 
Circumferential Highway.  The results are noted in the following table. 
 
Road Section Total Destination Through % Through

I-89 to Marsh Ave 2109 1224 885 42% 
US 2 to Industrial Avenue 1311 860 451 34% 

VT 2A 

Industrial Ave to River Cove 1988 985 1003 50% 
 
As noted in the above table the percentage of through traffic traveling along Route 2A in 
Williston is significant and ranges from 34% to 50%.  Because the above data is for the 
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commuter PM peak hour, it likely represents the highest through traffic peak hour of the 
day.  Lower percentages would be expected over a daily period. 
 
 
7.0 Vehicle Classification 
 
The Vermont Agency of Transportation collected vehicle classification information on 
Route 2A near Taft Corners for the year 2000.  The results are presented below. 
 

• Motorcycles – 0.20% 
• Passenger Cars – 74.05% 
• Pick-up Truck/Sports Utility Vehicle – 19.98% 
• Full Size School and Transit Buses – 0.58% 
• 2 axle six tire, delivery type van or heavy duty pickup – 2.8% 
• 3 axle single unit, short haul delivery truck/dump truck – 0.78% 
• 4 axle single unit, short haul delivery truck/concrete truck – 0.17% 
• <5 axle tractor/single trailer, medium haul delivery – 0.72% 
• 5 axle tractor/single trailer, “18 Wheeler” – 0.55% 
• >5 axle tractor/single trailer, tanker/logging truck – 0.13% 
• <6 axle multi trailer truck – 0.01% 
• 6 axle multi trailer truck – 0.01% 
• >6 axle multi trailer truck – 0.03% 

 
Based upon the data provided, truck traffic on Route 2A represents 5.77% of the total 
traffic.  Of this, 4.33% consist of single unit trucks and 1.44% is tractor trailers. 
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Appendix B - Alternative Corridor Treatments  
 
WSA and the Town also considered the following alternatives during the development of 
this study: 
 
ALTERNATIVE C-2  
 
Right-of-Way Modifications: 
• No new access points. 
• Provide a 3-lane roadway section with a continuous center turning lane, in addition to 

the planned improvements at Mountain View/Industrial Drive intersection. 
• Add a traffic signal at James Brown Road (and Gallop Hills) intersections. 
• Provide shared use path with curbing and drainage on the west side of the roadway as 

currently planned. 
• Add curbing and stormdrains on the east side of the road with new treatment areas 

incorporated into the adjacent properties or median.     
• Provide 4-foot shoulder for bicycle use. 
• Provide continuous sidewalk on opposite side of the road way from the Shared-Use Path 

at the outer edge of the right-of-way.     
• Provide crosswalks at each intersecting street. 
• Provide partial bus pull-offs at appropriate locations by extending pavement to edge of 

sidewalk or shared-use path. 
• Add appropriate sized street trees between the curb and sidewalk as possible; encourage 

installation of street trees on adjacent properties when there is no room in the right-of-
way.  

• Install theme lighting at roadway intersections.  
• Bury power lines or shift to green space between street and sidewalk. 
• Set speed limit at 35 mph. 
 
Land Use Modifications: 
 
• None 
 
Adjacent Roadway Network: 
 
• Encourage interconnection between existing roadways.  
• Work to gain through connections between James Brown Drive and River Cover Road 

and the roadways on its south side. 
• Require provisions for interconnections to adjacent properties for new development.   
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ALTERNATIVE C-3 
 
Right-of-Way Modifications: 
 
• No new access points. 
• Maintain the current roadway section, but provide left turn lanes at key intersection in 

addition to the planned improvements at Mountain View/Industrial Drive intersection. 
• Add a traffic signal at James Brown Road (and Gallop Hill) intersections to allow 

eventual improvement to 3-lane road with medians. 
• Provide shared use path with curbing and drainage on the west side of the roadway as 

currently planned. 
• Add curbing and stormdrains on the east side of the road with new treatment areas 

incorporated into the adjacent properties or median.     
• Provide 5-foot shoulder for bicycle use. 
• Provide continuous sidewalk on opposite side of the road way from the Shared-Use Path 

at the outer edge of the right-of-way.     
• Provide crosswalks at each intersecting street with curbing and drainage. 
• Add appropriate sized street trees between the curb and sidewalk as possible; encourage 

installation of street trees on adjacent properties when there is no room in the right-of-
way.  

• Install theme lighting at roadway intersections. 
• Bury power lines or shift to green space between street and sidewalk.  
• Set speed limit at 30 mph. 
 
Land Use Modifications: 
 
• None 
 
Adjacent Roadway Network: 
 
• Encourage interconnection between existing roadways.  
• Work to gain through connections between James Brown Drive and River Cover Road 

and the roadways on its south side. 
• Require provisions for interconnections to adjacent properties for new development. 
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FIGURE 12 - NORTHBOUND ROUTE 2A TRAVEL TIME DELAY
Route 2A Corridor Study

Williston, Vermont

A.M.
Average Speed:  24.66 mph
Stopped Time:  1 min. 2 sec.

Major Delays:
Industrial Dr.  22 sec.

P.M.
Average Speed:  22.30 mph

Stopped Time:  2 min. 11 sec.
Major Delays:

Industrial Dr.  1 min. 43 sec.
Taft Corner  1 min. 4 sec.

SATURDAY
Average Speed:  27.63 mph
Stopped Time:  1 min. 4 sec.

Major Delays:
Route 2  21 sec.

Industrial Dr.  40 sec.
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Figure 13 - SOUTHBOUND ROUTE 2A TRAVEL TIME DELAY
Route 2A Corridor Study

Williston, Vermont

A.M.
Average Speed:  23.48 mph

Stopped Time:  1 min. 58 sec.
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none
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Appendix C – Information on Single-Point Urban Interchanges (SPUI) 
 
The Single Point Urban Interchange (“SPUI”) is a modern method of connecting a busy 
surface street with a freeway.  Essentially, the interchange is a diamond where all four ramps 
are merged into one intersection.  Instead of having two traffic lights for the two sets of on and 
off-ramps, there is only one.  This results in smoother traffic flow and reduces the amount of 
land area consumed by the interchange.  Also, the right turn lanes can be made to turn right 
without passing through the intersection, which further contributes to smooth traffic flow.  
By some measures, SPUIs are less costly to build than conventional diamond or cloverleaf 
interchanges because their relatively compact footprint does not necessarily require as much 
paving of driving surfaces. 
 
Some drivers may be confused with the intersection arrangement, which can appear to be 
somewhat skewed. However, most traffic engineers believe that SPUIs do not result in any 
significant traffic-related problems and are in fact safer than conventional diamond 
interchanges.  
 
Some states have embraced SPUIs over the last two decades, including Maryland, Florida, and 
California.  A new SPUI that will replace an overburdened diamond interchange at Exit 12 
(Malta) on I-87 (Northway) in New York State is currently being designed by the Albany 
MPO and NYS DOT.  No SPUIs current exist in Vermont. 
 
Figures 1 and 2 below depict the configuration of a typical SPUI and the pattern of traffic flow 
through a SPUI.  Figures 3a through 3c illustrate the movement of traffic through the signal 
phase cycles. 
 

Figure 1:  Typical Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) 
Configuration 

Traffic 
Signal
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a. Surface street through-travel cycle b. Surface street to freeway left turn cycle 

c. Freeway to surface street left turn cycle 

Figure 3:  Illustrations of SPUI Signal and Turning Cycles 

Figure 2:  Traffic Flow Pattern through a SPUI 

Traffic 
Signal 




